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Company Overview

Collekto incorporated in 2018 by IIM and NIMS alumni, is a leading one stop solution provider to India’s retail debt collection 
ecosystem. Collekto is the fintech platform specializing in retail debt collections by offering product + services to the leading 
institutions, with an objective to redefine the way collection is done in India by empowering the collection agencies with new 
age of technology.

Collekto addresses the pain points of collection agencies and leading institutions i.e. Collection agencies and leading institu-
tions do not have standardized process from calling to payment, getting feedbacks to both the parties. Leading institution has 
to deal with multiple unorganized agencies as industry lack of quality services and there is constant need of higher collection 
efficiency. 

Collekto is creating horizontal ecosystem to provide world class tech enabled services across the value chain of lending the 
institutions, debt collection agencies and ARCs by creating a full stack end to end platform for debt collection and delinquent 
data insights we aim to become a definitive collection platform in the leading ecosystem. 

Collekto helps the collections agencies by API integrated tools that allocates the loan account directly through system by 
directly eliminating the data duplication, automated communication channel and smart strategies based on borrower 
behavioral patterns, feedback recorded in CRM, Real time analysis and readymade reports along with KPIs for each agent in 
just a click. 

Collekto provide value propositions to ARC by providing them access to delinquent retail loan book, leveraging the data 
points from data insights & recovery predictor model for portfolio acquisition price and creating one stop solution for the 
recovery process of acquired retail loan books which helps in reducing the turnaround time of the servicing process.

Collekto is the B2B fintech company providing features like back office automation which integrates the third party apps 
central information system, CRM integrated dialer, automated field collection process through mobile, borrower profiling 
which distributes and priorities for the customers. 

Collekto plans to reach the customers by organic approach by hiring sales representative and SEO for collection agencies, 
lending institutions as the founders has the network in the financial services sector. Allocating data to the collection agency 
without charging sourcing fees and developing SOPs based on multi portfolio contours, for quick for quick closures and retain 
the customers by incentivizing the collection agencies by giving them industry leading payout. Leading industry payout. This 
has helped Collekto to reach to 70+ B2B clients. In FY22 Revenue was around INR 2cr with PAT of INR 75lacs. Current MRR of 
30lacs, Colleckto has acquired total 77 portfolios and has onboarded more than 3.2 lakh accounts. Plan to ramp up their 
turnover of INR 1089CR by FY26.
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Total Collectible
Acquired – 1376 Cr
(From Jan21 – May22)

Total Collection
INR 23 Cr

(From Jan21 – May22)

AUM of 
INR 5,544 CR till date

MRR of
INR 30 Lakhs 

Total Collectible
per account – INR 42 Lakhs

(From Jan21 – May22)

Total Accounts on
boarded – 207,044
(From Jan 21 – May 22)

Total portfolios
acquired – 77 till date



Recovery Assist Platform –  Monthly recurring revenue in exchange of fixed subscription fees 

Embedded allocation – Monthly allocation of accounts in exchange of assets allocation fees with a contingency that 
agent would be subscriber of Paas  

In house debt collection management services-  Retainer fees from the lending institutions, Delinquency stage 
development on %  of the value recovered 

Data insights -  Valuation report at fixed rate for every portfolio ARC is scouting with a goal to assets them in fair value 
pricing of the portfolio 

Founding Team

Business
Model

They offer a complete 'Product + Service' solution to the lending institutions. They provide service across 
India through our aggregator model of quality service providers backed by an expert in-house team 
relying heavily on data science, analytics and past experience.

Expertise in Collections & Vintage Recovery, Risk and P/L Management, over 27 years of experience with 
companies like Kotak Mahindra Bank, ICICI and KMFL, handled collection of AUM of INR 20,000 Crores, 
successfully managed to collect INR 300 CR  out of a write-off pool of INR 485 CR in Kotak Mahindra Bank. 
Planned, designed & implemented collection strategy, techniques & procedures for secured and 
unsecured products. Drove critical merger of secured portfolios such as Anagram & ICICI Merger, Barclays 
and Ing Vyasa with Kotak bank.

Bipul Naithani | CoFounder & CEO

Market Opportunity

Revenue model

The global debt collection software market generated revenue of USD 3,120 mn in 2019, and is projected to garner USD 
6,778 mn by 2027, registering a CAGR of 10.2% during the forecast period.

The surge in adoption of cloud-based debt collection software among both large enterprises and SMEs, attributable to the 
need for reducing infrastructure investment. The cloud-based debt collection software facilitate enterprises with real-time 
availability of operational and financial data.

India Total Defaulted Loans Annually is USD 16 bn, growing at CAGR of 7.4%.

The global debt market is poised to boom even more, and the number of defaults and suffering among individuals has 
grown as a result of Covid-19. The market will respond positively to the debt settlement business.



Expertise in managing balance sheet funding, structuring deals, maintaining banking relationship and 
financial risk management. More than 13 years of experience with companies like IIFL and Reliance Capital 
with focus on fund raising and resource mobilization, reducing cost of funds, establishing and maintaining 
relationship with lenders in NBFC sector. Successfully raised debt to the tune of INR 34000 CR and has an 
active relationship with more than 40 Financial Institutions. MBA (Finance) - NMIMS, Mumbai and Financial 
Risk Management.

Gurjot Singh |  CoFounder & CFO

Senthil expertise in designing and implementing solutions across a range of industry verticals including 
financial services, public sector and Internet of Things (IoT). More than 20 years of experience across 
companies like ARM Inc, GT Logistics, OmniPhy Inc and Artisan Inc. He is a creative technology and product 
leader specializing in AI and Data Science. He has graduated with a MBA in Finance from Indian Institute 
of Management, IIM (T) in 2015. He was a (Ph.D.) Scholar at Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, majoring 
in Computer Science in 2004 and graduated with a M.S. in Computer Engineering from North Carolina 
State University, Raleigh in 2002.

Senthil Velu | CoFounder & CTO 

Why to Invest

1

Highly Disruptive & Robust Platform which will solve all the problem in India’s retail debt collection ecosystem:
Collekto has creating a full stack end to end platform i.e. digital on boarding, automation of back office, calling process, field 
collection process, borrower profiling, analytics performance dashboards which will help them in better collection rates with 
ethical business practice can help lending institutions fulfill the trinity growth with better margins at sustainable risk. 
Upgrading their collection agencies by providing holistic solutions. Collective delinquent data sets of lending partners, 
packaged to provide multi- cohort analytics for lowering default rates. Strong founders experience in the financial services 
in handling collection of AUM of INR 20,000 Crores and debt raising of INR 34000 CR will help them partner with lending 
institution and collection agencies and scale up faster.

2
Effective Go to market strategy to scale in market:
Collekto follow organic approach to acquire more and more customers by leveraging founders data and attracting more 
and more customers to the platform by incentivizing them by giving them industry leading payout, educating the collection 
agencies on the recent trend of debt collection which helps in retention of clients which allowed them to source AUM of over 
INR 5544 CR and made contact with over 240000 unique delinquent borrowers.

3
Proven traction and strong growth visibility:
With Current MRR of 30lacs, Colleckto has acquired total 77 portfolios and has onboarded more than 3.2 lakh accounts. 
Colleckto’s goal is to ramp up the entire chain multifold for becoming a leading 2 sided platform, redefining the way 
collections is done in India by empowering collection agencies with new age technology provide data insights to the ARCs 
to take better pricing decisions, increase efficiency and reach of collection points, streamline the entire data flow for the Li’s 
across multiple collection SILOS and create a feedback loop for the underwriting needs of the Li’s and with this they plan to 
achieved a turnover of INR 1089CR by FY26.

4
Massive untapped market opportunity:
The total lending & deposits in the India market are increasing at a CAGR of ~20% and are further poised for growth backed 
by demand from housing & personal finance. According RBI, Indian banks have written off loans INR 8.8 Lacs CR with a 
decade, in FY 19-20, Banks wrote off a total of INR 2.4 CR, which is about quarter of the total loans written off in last 10 years. 
The increasing need for self-service payment models to speed up the collection process and automation in the debt 
collection process is expected to increase the adoption of debt collection software.

Financials

Particulars 22-Jan 22-Feb 22-Mar FY22 22-Apr 22-May 

Total  Clients - units 5 6 5 65 5 5 

Total Account - units 8,797 17,609 15,472 142,436 18,499 16,506 

AUM  472,250,264 504,831,448 491,950,762 9,780,486,770 1,005,030,084 997,459,290 

Total Collection   14,390,605 12,839,581 19,737,972 137,828,973 24,365,478 25,914,738 

REVENUE      

Collection Revenue
  

 1,938,410 2,233,535 3,380,069 19,881,796 2,795,586 2,830,671 

Platform fees    41,097 44,394 49,392 249,837 59,388 90,475 



Particulars 22-Jan 22-Feb 22-Mar FY22  22-Apr 22-May 

Financial Projection INR CR 

Particulars FY23E  FY24E FY25E  FY26E  
Revenue 171.00  412.40 736.60  1089.30  
CMS 107.73  226.82 331.47  392.15  
Embedded 3.42  8.25 14.73  21.79  
Asset alloaction 41.04  98.98 184.15  272.33  
ARC Product suite 13.68  32.99 51.56  87.14  
Legal product suite 6.84  16.50 29.46  65.36  
Plain - Paas subscription 6.84  28.87 117.86  250.54  
EBITDA 54.60  156.80 195.10  447.20  

Other Income  426,000 426,000  159,000 

Total Revenue 1,979,507 2,277,929 3,855,461 20,557,633 2,854,974 3,080,146 

Effective Take rate on 
Collection  13.50%

 
17.40% 17.10% 14.40% 11.50% 10.90% 

ARR  23,754,084 27,335,148 46,265,532 246,691,596 34,259,688 36,961,752 

CM -1    1,414,667 1,606,366 2,777,896 14,399,574 1,935,268 2,145,14371.47% 

Margin      

CM -2
  

 1,414,667 1,606,366 2,777,896 14,333,870 1,935,268 2,145,143 

EBITDA    793,629 998,902 2,050,179 7,581,243 1,067,562 1,290,480 

Margin    40% 44% 53% 37% 37% 42% 

71.47% 70.52% 72.05% 70.04% 67.79% 69.64%

Fund Requirement

Fund 
Requirement 

Hard 
Commitment 
received 

Name of the investor 
who has committed for 
this round 

Pre Money-Valuation 

INR  3 CR  INR 3 CR

 

SEP ventures –
Micro VC, 

UK based family house, 

India based famil 
house,

Other Angels
Investors

  

Extended bite exclusive
for HEM Angels.  

INR 1 CR  

Fund Usage: Tech - 40%, In-house Sales & CMS Team - 31%, Capex - 14%, Working Capital - 5% , Contingency - 
10% 

INR 50 CR and discount
of 20% to next round 
with no floor and 
Dividend at a rate of 
30% types post 5th year 
till exit happens

Cap Table

Cap Table % Holdings 
Founders 
 

100 
 



Competitive Landscape

INVESTMENT BANKING | ANGEL NETWORK | PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT SERVICES | BROKING | BUSINESS VALUATION

HEM SECURITIES LTD. 022 49060066 | startup@hemsecurities.com

Disclaimer: Investment in startup involve high degree of risk. Though we provide you with our own internal assessment & diligence, we cannot give you all 
the information necessary to make investment judgment. The views in the documents represent personal views of the respective Hem Angels lead, co leads 
and experts based on the past financial performance, future projections and estimate shared by startup. Each investing member should apply their own 
reasonable judgment based on their risk appetite and individual understanding of the concerned business before taking the investment decision.
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QUOTIENT
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QUOTIENT


